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Table 1

Experiment 1 (Section 2): onset of first saccade to the target object in both the `eat' and `move' conditions, relative to verb 
onset, verb offset, determiner onset and noun onset (timings in ms)

Eat Move Difference (move - eat)

Verb onset 611 838 227

Verb offset 228 415 187

Determiner onset 37 234 197

Noun onset 85 127 212Noun onset -85 127 212

Table 2

Word durations for the `eat' and `move' sentences (timings in ms)

Duration Eat Move Difference (move - eat)

Verb 383 423 40

Post-verbal break 192 180 -12

Determiner 122 107 -15Determiner 122 107 15

Verb + break + determiner 697 710 13

Table 3

Experiment 2 (Section 3): onset of ｮrst saccade to the target object in both the `eat' and `move' conditions,relative to verb 
onset  verb offset  and noun onset (timings in ms)  onset, verb offset, and noun onset (timings in ms)  

Eat Move Difference (move - eat)

Verb onset 988 1246 258

Verb offset 605 823 218

Determiner onset 413 643 230

Noun onset 291 536 245

Link to Paper (Graphs)
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The policeman will arrest / search 
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